
English Writing Tasks

Parents or carers of sensory students may wish to read the

sensory story, Webster the Witch, to their child or ward (see

pages 3 - 5).

Complete the cloze (gap-filling) task on pages 6 - 7,

choosing the right words to fit into each sentence.

Then, write out each sentence as neatly as you can.

Choose a task from the list below. You should choose one that is

challenging but not too hard for you.



Lots of sentences are sequenced like this: subject(S), verb(V) and

object(O), e.g. (S)Michael (V)rode on his (O)bike.

While this is grammatically correct, it can be boring to read if

repeated over and over. Complete the worksheet on page 8* by

rewriting the sentences in a variety of different ways.

Change the order of the words BUT the meaning of each

sentence must not change!

(*A symbolised copy is on page 9.)

English Writing Tasks (Continued)









The Fox Who Got Caught In A Tree Trunk

1. A hungry fox was looking for something to _____________.

2. He searched the _____________ for food.

3. Suddenly, he saw a ___________ with a large __________ in it.

4. Inside was a packed lunch with slices of ____________ and _____________.

5. The fox happily began to __________.

6. After a while, the fox began to feel _____________.

7. He tried and tried but he could not ____________________.

8. The fox was ______________ and wished he had thought before

___________________ into the hole.



The Fox Who Got Caught In A Tree Trunk

Choose ONE word to fit each gap.

1

2

3a

3b

4a

4b

5

6

7

8a

8b

eat wear read

house forest ship

jacket phone tree

face hole toy

bread leather luck

gravy meat cherries

sleep run eat

thirsty sad itchy

dance jump get out

trapped happy poorly

looking listening climbing



Varying Syntax

Making your sentences more varied and interesting

Michael walked along the street after school with his puppy.•
After school, Michael walked along the street with his puppy.•
With his puppy, Michael walked along the street after school.•

1. Edward played with his friend James in the park on Saturday.

2. Sally went to school on the bus every Monday.

3. Robbie played football with his friends every Sunday morning.

4. Ruby rode her bicycle along the path beside her mummy.

5. Paul likes to watch films at the cinema with his daddy.



Making your sentences more varied and interesting



English Reading Tasks

(Parents/carers) Take a photograph of your child 'in the moment' when reading or

sharing a book. The photo should aim to capture their enjoyment of the book.

With help from an adult, if needed, create a Reading Corner somewhere in your

house.

Read a book of your choice, with help if necessary, and show an adult your understanding by

answering as many Blank-level questions as possible (see the next page for question stems).

Read a current story from a newspaper or news website (e.g. Channel 4 News;

BBC News) and tell someone in your family what it was about.

Before starting a new book, read the blurb at the back. What prediction(s) can you make about the book? For example,

what will the main character be like? What will happen in the story? How will it end?




